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With
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(1982),

accordingly
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in Figure
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of Figure
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with
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lb.

amount
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As indicated
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Even for
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in the filter
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and

in the Wiener

high-frequency

side

lobes at the expense of a broader filter output. Figure Ic illustrates this effect for the case of a Wiener spiking filter with
1% prewhitening.
Figure

However,

a noisy

Id with a signal-to-noise

for both unconstrained

version

of this wavelet

ratio of 5, produces

and constrained

(prewhitened)

in

problems

L

Wiener

deconvolution
filters. The filtered outputs of Figure le and If
for both the unconstrained
and constrained
spiking
filters
show an output
In this noisy
noise
Maklad

suppression

which

is littered

with

high-frequency

case, it is better to apply
filter

et al. (1993).

with

the combined

deconvolution,

The output

of the noise

noise.
Wiener

as suggested

by

suppression

fil-

ter applied
to the wavelet
produces
the wavelet
shown
Figure lg. If this wavelet is deconvolved,
the output shown
Figure

Fig. 1. (a, input Rick, Wa”elet uSed in test* With peak frequency cd30 HZ.
(b) output Of wiener filter designed to spike the Ricka wavelet Of Figure ta.
(c) Output of constrained Wiener spiking filter *ith a prewhitening level of 1%.
The horizontalscale Ior this and all of the following examples denotes sample
number. (d) Noisy version of the input Ricker wavelet produced by adding
pseudo random numbers to the wavelet of Figure la. (e) Output of unconstrained Wiener spiking filter for the noisy input wavelet of Figure Id. (1)
Output of constrained Wiener spiking filter for the noisy input wavelet using a
prewhitening level of 1% (9) Output of Wiener n&e suppression filter applied
to the noisy wavslet of Figure Id. (h) Output of Wiener spiking filter to the
wavelet Of Figure lg.

in
in

I h has less noise than the other deconvolutions.
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Similar results hold true for deconvolution
of a minimumphase wavelet
used by Treitel
and Lines (I 982). which is
shown in Figure 2a. This &mped
sinusoidal
wavelet has the
nice property that it can be exactly deconvolved
with a causal
spiking filter of length 3, so it is not surprising that the numerical solutions produce an excellent spike, as shown in Figure 2b.
However,
Figure
shown

the addition

of noise to produce

the noisy

wavelet

of

2c creates disturbing
effects on the deconvolution,
as
by Figure 2d. It is seen in Figure 2e that prewhitening

does not hold

a panacea

for this noisy

deconvolution,

either.

Application
of the Wiener noise suppression
filter again effectively suppresses the noise in the wavelet as show” in Figure
2f. The subsequent
Figure

deconvolution

2g, is a marginal

of this wavelet,

improvement

over

as show”

the previous

by

meth-

ods. The combined
Wiener noise suppressionideconvolutlo”
filter does well with these synthetic tests.
However,
of Wiener

we should repeat
noise suppression

based on accurate

our caveat concerning
filters.
Their effective

of NSR(n, the ratio

estimates

power spectrum to the signal-power
of frequencies.
This is a somewhat
we will

need to now

reexamine

NSR(D for a mope realistic
Figure

3a shows

spectrum
unrealistic

a reflectivity

response

noise
pare

suppression
noise

filtering

suppression

prior

strategies
obtained

better

for

AL t:~~“,,,
AA . .~AA,A).. I AL,~,A11),,1~A,k*\4,-

from

results

to deconvolutio”.

capabilities

“N
-
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Newfoundland
well.
with this reflectivity
is added to produce

the synthetic
seismic trace of Figure 3b.
In order to see whether we can achieve

“,
-

of the noise-

trace example.

sonic and density logs from an offshore
The wevelet
of Figure 2a is convolved
response
and then quasi-random
noise

:

z

:

the use
use is

over a full band
assumption
and

our estimation

seismic

“N

.-.*,A& i, ij .,; ,4 ,....,.,,A.,rYIA111~.~4..~r

with

we com-

of the various

filtering

approaches.
Figure 3c shows a comparison
of the filtered
trxes for Wiener filtering
with known NSR(n. Wiener filtering with

two

estimations

of NSR(T), a summation

oE traces,

and the result of output-energy
filtering.
For thcsc synthetic
examples,
a comparison
of filtering
results
can bc done
quantitatively

for the various

methods

by computing

of absolute values of differences
between filtered
signal. These results are summarized
in Table
table

the trace

amplitude

amplitudes

are scaled

to have

the sum
output
I. For

and
this

a maximum

value of 1.0.

Table 1. Comparison

of noise suppression

Method
Signal + noise (no filtering)
Wiener filter (ideal)
Wiener filter
[est. with 0.5(P12 + P&l
Wiener filter (est. with P,J
Stack (ideal)
Output-energy filter
The best performance
by Wiener filtering
with

methods.

Average

Absolute
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Fig. 2. (a) A minimtm-phase wavelet uSed by Treitei and Lines (1982).
This wavelet is obtained by applying exponential damping to a SiilUSOidOf
frequency 20 Hz. It has an exact spiking filter of length 3. (b) Output of
unconstrained Wiener filter of length 40 which is applied t0 the wavelet of
Figure Pa. cc) Noisy wavelet obtained by adding random numbers f0 the
wavelet Of Figure *a. (signal/noise ratio = 5). (d) OutpUt 01 ““canstiained
deconvolution appiied to the noisy wavelet of Figure 2c. (*) Output of Constrained Wiener deconvolution with a prewhitening level of 1% (t) Output of
wiener noise suppression tiiter when applied lo the noisy Wavelet c’f Figure
2c. (g) output 01 wiener decan”olu,ion 0” the wweiet Of Figure 2f.

for noise suppression
was obtained
known NSRV) values. Since this is

usually
an unrealistic
assumption,
we examined
crosspower
estimation
methods and found these methods

j

I

.0071
,009”
.0043
.0049

the
were

not as reliable as stacking or the use of an output-energy
filter.
A” output-energy
filter of length 5 was used and, essentially,
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became a running-average
filter which worked effectively
but
not quite as effectively
as the ideal Wiener noise suppression
filter. The stacking of traces with identical signals did slightly
better
ideal

than the output-energy

filter

and slightly

worse

than

hi
rl,,Ir,,hhihl~
ilLjlULl
BIlllrililillldi,.
II1
1lidI
1,I/.
~ll.lld,ll~,
riJ
lili ,h*Y.r,UIOA.,u,

Wiener

sense that

noise suppression.
The stacking was ideal in the
the summed traces contained identicul signals with

different
random noise realisations.
This comparison
of noise suppression
methods
is somewhat less detailed
than Chapter
14 of Robinson
and Treitel
(19X0),
filters.

which considered
Matched
filters

Vibroseis

and marine

rate knowledge
filters
lation
Our
Treitel

matched filters
are particularly

chirp

methods,

of the signal’s

require only accurate
(an easier demand).
conclusions
(1980)

but they

shape, whereas

estimates

were

and output-energy
advantageous
in

similar

of noise

despite

stacking

and output-energy

the fact that they were

ideal Wiener

noise suppression

autocorrc-

of Robinson

and

suppression

A comparison

meth-

were

desirable

less effective

applied
malized

filters

with

after

a length

noise

suppression

in

of deconvolutions

were

traces were

nor-

after noise suppression.
Average Abs,,l”,e

NO noise suppression
(except prewhitening during &con)
Ideal Wiener noise suppression
Wiener noise suppression
(using PIJPII)
Wiener noise suppression
(using 0.5 (P,2 + PJ

Error

16.6
16.7
15.9

Fig. 3. Cont’d (c) Signal trace compared to traces that have undergone noise suppression. The traces as numbered (from fop to bottom)

16.4
17.1
13.4

Stacked data
Output-energy filter

are: 6. signal trace (desired output of filters);
suppression;
4. Wiener noise suppression

P2,(fjllP,,(f);
noise

suppressionldeconvolution

about

the same in performance

which

the output-energy

filter

approaches
except

were

for the best case in

was used prior

to deconvolu-

tion. The output-energy
filter’s
the data prior to deconvolution

effect of slightly
smoothing
resulted
in a deconvolution

which

was about

than the other

reason

for this may lie in the fact that the output-energy

20.25%

better

pressed the high-frequency
spectrum
the noise contribution
most damaging

methods.

of the noise, which
to deconvolution.

This

study

of

noise

suppression

method

The
supis

signal-to-noise
it may

deconvolution

the usual techniques
of constl-dined
spiking
filters
and to compare
this

prove

the methods

prewhitrned

and,

ratios.
advisable
Wiener

of

noise

In particular,
filtering

when

combined

suppression

If these estimations

are not

to use the simpler
dcconvolution

with
effective

filtering

the Wiener noise supand output-energy

appear promising.
The critimethod
is the estimation
of

filtering
prior to deconvolution.
energy noise suppression
filter

proved to be the most
we tcsred

2.

filtered trace.

filterldeconvolution
methods
cal step in use of the former

energy
output
and

with

5. ideal Wiener noise
using 0.5 [P,z(f) +

3. Wiener noise suppression using P,2(fliP,,(fj

stacked data; 1. output-energy

prior to deconvolution.
pressionldeconvolution

C0NCLtJS10NS

caused us to reexamine
(prewhitened)
Wiener

of Figure 2a with the reflec-

reflecdecon-

of 40 and 1% prewhitening

Method of Noise Suppression

All

the wavelet

rating to the use of output-energy
A comparison
of the absolute

to the noisy traces of Figure 3c. (All
to the same maximunl
amplitude.)

Table 2. Comparison

trace obtained by convolving
tivity response of Figure 3a.

than the

differences
between the deconvolution
and the actual
tivity function is given in Table 2. In all cases, spiking
volution

Fig. 3. (a) Retlectivity response obtained using the sonic and density logs from an offshore Newfoundland well. (b) Synthetic seismic

filter.

of deconvolution

Figure Id gave a favourable
filters prior to deconvolution.

filters

slightly

J L.,~.I

accu-

ods essentially
depends on the reliability
of the noise and
signal information
available.
From the viewpoint
of ewe of
design,

ii ,,YJdll~I

output-energy

of the signal

to those

in that the choice

require

*I
h Alh

spiking

accurate,

techniques

or to apply

of

output-

In particular.
the
was easy to compute
deconvolutions.

on the synthetic

data which

it
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Fig. 3. Cont’d. (d) Comparison of prewhitened deconvolutions
after various noise suppression filters. These traces as numbered
(from top to bottom) are: 7. reflectivity function (desired output of
deconvolution); traces 6-I are deconvolufions of traces lollowing: 6.
no noise suppression; 5. ideal Wiener noise suppression; 4. Wiener
noise suppression using 0.5 [P&i + P21(f)]/P,,(Q: 3. Wiener noise
suppression using P,2(f)IP,,(f); 2. stacking: 1. output-energy filtering.
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